
Environmental (LCA) Data Researcher
My Emissions is a fast-growing, Innovate UK backed start-up that helps food companies to
measure and reduce their carbon footprint, and display our food carbon label that’s easy to
understand.

Starting in 2020, our simple and robust process, combined with affordable pricing, means we
already work with some of the largest food companies in the world.

My Emissions has built a leading database of food emission values. As we continue to
expand, we’re now looking for another Environmental Data Researcher. Alongside our
Research Lead, Veronica, your responsibilities will include:

● Researching the environmental impact of foods from different geographical regions,
using data from existing databases and trusted life-cycle assessment sources.

● Understanding industrial and food processing regulations in different countries.
● Leading on bespoke research and impact assessments for our larger clients.
● Keeping up to date with new developments in carbon management and emissions

reduction technologies, and new environmental policies.

This is a great time to join an exciting start-up, and as we grow there is a great opportunity to
tailor your role to what you enjoy most.

What we are looking for

● Advanced degree in a relevant field, such as environmental science, engineering or
sustainability.

● 1+ years experience (though graduates will also be considered).
● Strong analytical and research skills.
● Outstanding attention to detail.
● Keen to upskill and develop a strong understanding of carbon footprint research and

‘life cycle assessments’.
● Strong written communication skills.
● A passion for tackling climate change, and using data to help people make more

sustainable choices.
● You must have the right to work in the UK for this role.



What you will get as our LCA Data Researcher

● Competitive salary (depending on experience).
● Flexible working arrangement. Most of our team work hybrid, between their home

and our London (Liverpool Street) office.
● Holiday buying and selling policy, giving you flexibility over your holiday allowance.
● Fun working environment, with regular socials and team events.
● All team members offered shares through our EMI Options Scheme.

About My Emissions

My Emissions was started by two friends, Matt and Nathan during the covid-19 pandemic.
They wanted to help people reduce their carbon footprint, and identified our food as one of
the best and easiest ways to do this.

Over the past 2 years, My Emissions has developed and launched a simple carbon label.
Now, people can easily see the carbon footprint of their food, and companies can
understand and reduce their impact at an affordable price.

My Emissions is backed by industry investors, has received funding from Innovate UK, and
been recognised in the FoodTech 500.

Apply today

To apply, please email your CV and a cover letter to team@myemissions.green
We can’t wait to hear from you!


